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and traffic on the M4 will
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16Stutterfly, the home of
celebrity selfies,
announced an
acquisition Monday
morning of the mobile
photo app location-based
game platform Clue in
an effort to expand its
lead in the selfie market.
Earlier in the year,
location-based gaming
startup Clue raised $30
million from investors
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including B Capital
Partners and strategic
investment firm CrossBorder Capital to build a
mobile app that gives
players the ability to
collaboratively research
information about a
location and challenge
others to solve the
mystery. Location-based
sexting has already
become a booming, and
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controversial, business.
With Stutterfly, Clue
users will gain access to
the social aspect of the
app, allowing friends to
tag and share photos
with each other on a
map, allowing them to
find selfies tagged with
similar spots. "We've
been sitting on the
market for a while and
decided to get in on the
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ground level to partner
with a company that
could take our business
to the next level," said
Michele Zauschnig,
founder and CEO of Clue,
in a statement.
"Stutterfly and our
investors clearly have a
long-term vision for
mobile and the way
people interact on the
go. We see a great fit
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between our teams and
cultures and we are
excited to bring this
much-anticipated
product to market."
Stutterfly said that since
launching the app this
past summer, thousands
of users have added
nearly 100,000 selfies to
the database, generating
nearly 5 million photobased insights. "We
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think what the Clue app
does is give people an
easy way to add a layer
of location-specific
context to photos that
they've already taken.
The social aspects of
Clue make it possible to
ask questions and get
answers in a fun and
quick way," said
Stutterfly CEO David
Sanders. Adding another
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social layer will not
affect the app's privacy
settings, he said, despite
privacy concerns over
apps that track where
users are and add
friends from their phone
books. "Our apps help
people become more
interesting by recording
their words, behaviors,
interest areas, and more
and we think Clue's
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unique ability to be a
mobile treasure hunt
could be equally fun for
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